Bent Egberg Mikkelsen - Research outputs - DTU Orbit (31/07/2019)

Ernæringsmæssig evaluering af skolemads betydning for elevers kostindtag til frokost: En EVIUS rapport
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2010 › Research

Implementation of public sustainability policies: The role of street level bureaucrats in organic conversion of Danish institutional kitchens
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2010 › Research › peer-review

Ecological modernisation in the public catering sector: Danish experiences with use of organic food
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

FOOD AND NUTRITION POLICIES ASSOCIATE WITH INDICATORS OF HEALTHY EATING: RESULTS FROM A WEB SURVEY AMONG FOOD SERVICE COORDINATORS IN PUBLIC PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN DENMARK
Research output: Contribution to journal › Conference abstract in journal – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

HEALTH POLICY INTERVENTION IN SCHOOLS PROMOTE PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES AMONG THE PUPILS
Research output: Contribution to journal › Conference abstract in journal – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

Making the organic food service chain work and survive
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

THE SHAPING OF HEALTHY & ORGANIC SCHOOL MEAL PROGRAMS IN THREE DANISH MUNICIPALITIES CAN BE UNDERSTOOD AS A PROCESS OF "TRANSLATION" IN ACTOR NETWORKS
Research output: Contribution to journal › Conference abstract in journal – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

Workforce gender, company size and corporate financial support are predictors of availability of healthy meals in Danish worksite canteens
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

Can the effect of an intervention aiming at reducing food waste and increasing acceptability and food intake at hospital be sustained over time?
Research output: Contribution to conference › Paper – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Constraints and barriers for organic public procurement ←: the theory of loosely coupled systems and the case of organic conversion in Danish municipalities
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research
Does organic food intervention in school lead to changed dietary patterns? – results from a web-based questionnaire among school meal coordinators in Denmark and Norway
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

iPOPY - innovative Public Organic food Procurement for Youth. School meals - and more. AA-203
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Organic foods and healthy eating at schools - what students think of healthy eating and organic school foods
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Organic foods on the public plate as adDriver for learning and
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Organic procurement policies and healthier eating at school – a dietary assessment methodology
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Organic School Meals in an actor network perspective
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Overcoming constraints and barriers for organic public procurement – applying the theory of loosely coupled systems to the case of organic conversion in Danish municipalities
Research output: Contribution to conference › Paper – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Promotion of healthy eating in the workplace - a socio-nutritional approach
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Successful strategies for sustaining increased F&V consumption in worksite canteens
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2008 › Research

Tværfaglig indsats skal fastholde sund skolemad
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2008 › Communication

Hvor sunde er de danske børnehaver? Resultater fra spørgeaskemaundersøgelse blandt dagtilbud til 3 – 6 årige
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

Børn og unges madkulturelle rum som dannelsesramme I forhold til ernæring, sundhed og mad
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

Corporate nutritional responsibility in the eating out of home - results from a study of activities for promoting healthy eating in the Danish food service sector
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

Do recommendations for institutional food service result in better food service? A study of compliance in Danish hospitals and nursing homes from 1995 to 2002-2003
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2007 › Research › peer-review

Eating out - a health and sustainability challenge for the OOH (out of home) eating sector
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

Evidence on the effect of healthy and sustainable school meals system
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

Sustainability of healthier eating in worksite canteens – seen from a social shaping perspective
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

The modernization of hospital food service - findings from a longitudinal study of technology trends in Danish hospitals
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2007 › Research › peer-review

The public as political consumer - case findings from implementation of organic procurement policies in public food systems in Scandinavia
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2007 › Research

Are green caterers more likely to serve healthy meals than non-green caterers? Results from a quantitative study in Danish worksite catering
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2006 › Research › peer-review

Can public private partnerships contribute to improved public health nutrition?
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2006 › Research

Danish Food Sectors Involvement in Strategies towards overweight and obesity - Findings from a survey
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2006 › Research

Governance of healthy eating: the changing role of governments in promoting healthy dietary habits and its implications for consumers and civil society
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2006 › Research

How to increase organic food in health care
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2006 › Research
Partnership approach to health promotion in preschool - casefindings from a evaluation of the Danish Børnebox Public Private Partnership pilot project
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2006 › Research

Reorganization of a hospital catering system increases food intake in patients with inadequate intake
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2006 › Research › peer-review

Street-level bureaucrats and the implementation of cleaning and sanitation practices in foodservice - case Finding from a study in Danish hospitals and nursing homes
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2006 › Research › peer-review

Attitudes towards semi-processed foods in the hospital sector: Results from a quantitative study in the Øresund Region
Mikkelsen, B. E., Friis, A. & Lassen, A. D., 2005, Culinary Arts and Sciences V: Global and National Perspectives. 1 ed ed. Poole BH12 5BB, UK: Bournemouth University, Worshipful Company of Cooks Research Center
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2005 › Research

Ecological modernisation in the public catering sector
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2005 › Research

Experiences with conversion of public purchasing of organic food: - a study of state supported projects in municipal Institutions
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2005 › Research

Fødevareindustri på skrump?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

Healthy eating at school: a European forum
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

Innovation, Management and Sustainability - change processes in the food service sector
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

Innovation Processes in Large-Scale Public Foodservice-Case Findings from the Implementation of Organic Foods in a Danish County
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

International Networking as a mean of developing organic consumption in out of home eating - Lessons learnt from the European Organic Out of Home Catering Network
Is a green mind a "healthy eating" mind? Results from a quantitative study on attitudes towards organic foods and healthy eating in Danish worksite catering
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2005 › Research

Skolen som arena for fremme af sunde kostvaner mad - det hele barn
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research

Strategies to promote healthier eating at worksites -analysis of experiences from a social shaping perspective
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

The declining role of governments in promoting healthy eating - time to rethink the role of food industry?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

The Role of School Food Service In Promoting Healthy Eating at School - A Perspective from an ad hoc group on nutrition in schools
Mikkelsen, B. E., Rasmussen, V. B. & Young, I., 2005, In : Database of Foodservice Technology. 5, 1, p. 7-15
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

The role of street level bureaucrats in implementation of public sustainability policies - case findings from organic conversion of danish kindergartens
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2005 › Research

Viel mehr als nur økologie - eine Studie über die Effekten der økologisches Umstellung in Dänische Gemeinschaftsvepflegung 1997-2003
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review

Are traditional food service organisations ready for organisational change? A case study of implementation of environmental management in a work place canteen facility
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2004 › Research › peer-review

Better nutrition in organic catering than in conventional?
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2004 › Research

Captive catering in a regional perspective - a network approach to good food in big scale in the øresund region
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2004 › Research

Catering i Øresundsregionen - en analyse af behovet for sundhed, kvalitet og nemhed ved udespisning i Øresundsregionen indenfor cateringsektoren
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2004 › Research
Developing Organic Consumption in European Out of Home Catering - Lessons Learnt from a European Organic Catering Network
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2004 › Research

Fødevareindustri, forskere og myndigheder - partnere for sundere kostvaner?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2004 › Research › peer-review

Labelling of organic catering
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2004 › Research

Meget mere end økologi - en undersøgelse af bevæggrunde og effekter i forbindelse med økologiske omlægningsprojekter i daginstitutioner i kommunerne
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2004 › Research

Partnerships for better nutrition - an analysis of how Danish authorities, companies, organisations and practitioners are networking to promote healthy eating
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2004 › Research › peer-review

The school as an arena for promotion of healthier eating and lifestyle among children and adolescents - report from a European project
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2004 › Research

A qualitative study of barriers to healthy food for children in Danish day-care centres and schools
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2003 › Research

Chairmans introduction to healthy eating at schools
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2003 › Research

Den lille levnedsmiddeltabel: 3. reviderede udgave
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2003 › Research

Er økmad sundere?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2003 › Research

Fit for Flight - partnerskab for sundere flymad
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2003 › Research

Partnership between authorities and NGO's in developing healthy eating at school - the Danish experience
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2003 › Research
Partnerskab om Alt om Kost udviklingsprojektet: Mad- og måltidspolitik i skoler
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 2003 › Communication

Restauranterne efterspørger økologiske fødevarer
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

The European View of Hospital Undernutrition
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

What can foodservice operators do to remedy undernutrition in hospitals?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2003 › Research › peer-review

Mad til børn i daginstitutioner og skoler
Research output: Book/Report › Book – Annual report year: 2002 › Communication

Food and nutritional care in hospitals: how to prevent undernutrition-report and guidelines from the Council of Europe
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2001 › Research › peer-review

Forskellighed, frihed, fleksibilitet: Få inspiration til bedre måltidsservice til ældre
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2001 › Research › peer-review

Miljøvurdering af fødevarer
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2001 › Communication

Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2000 › Research › peer-review

Kød i fremtidens storkøkkener: Rapport fra konference om indkøb og tilberedning, 13.1.1998
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2000 › Research › peer-review

EMMA-kursusmateriale: Revideret udgave
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 1996 › Research › peer-review
Udviklingsmetoder
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 1996 › Research

QA in catering: Results from a case study in four Danish catering facilities
Research output: Contribution to conference › Poster – Annual report year: 1995 › Research

QA in catering: Results from a case study in four Danish catering facilities
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 1995 › Research

Færdigretter og halvfabrikata III Færdigretter pakket i modificeret atmosfære
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 1992 › Research › peer-review